
COMMUNITY   WORKING   TOGETHER – Mahi tahi!!

Rangers’ Report – January - February 2023
Operational Summary
This report covers January and February 2023.
Key points:

● Our buffer and roadside traps continue to catch more predators than traps within the reserve.
● Detection of a similar proportion of stoats with our cameras in early 2023 compared to early 2022. Note: not all

cameras could be serviced.
● PFW has provided a great update.
● Aki Tai Here has been a great help with our pest plant control.
● Cyclone Gabrielle has left a lot of damage in its wake - see update in the ranger’s report section.
● We are switching from pindone to ratabate for our rodent control programme.
● New ranger on the reserve! Meet David.

Auckland Green Gecko (Naultinus elegans) found close to our HQ. Photo credit: Matt Turner.



Trapping results
The following trapping result tables represent what has been caught in the most recent two months.

Monthly predator control results: January 2023
BHSR LTR & Buffer

Pest/
Predator

Total #
caught this
month
BHSR.

# caught
this month
previous
year in
BHSR.

# of total rats
caught this
month
Norway or
Ship rats?

Total # caught
inside res. this
month (i.e. not on
boundary/
LTR/buffer).

Total # caught
inside res. this
month previous yr
(i.e. not on
boundary/LTR/buff
er).

# caught
2023
YTD

# caught
2022
YTD.

Total #
caught this
month LTR.

Total #
caught
this month
BUFFER.

Rat 20 24 12 Ship/8
Norway

4 of 20 3 of 24 20 24 10 3

Possum 0 3 - 0 3 of 3 0 3 0 0
Stoat 3 7 - 2 of 3 5 of 7 3 7 0 1
Weasel 1 2 - 1 of 1 0 of 2 1 2 0 0
Ferret 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Feral cat 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mouse 11 16 - 0 of 11 3 of 16 11 16 9 0
Hedgehog 0 13 - 0 0 of 13 0 13 0 0
Totals 35 65 n/a 7 of 35 14 of 65 35 65 22 4

Analysis:
● Similar rodent catch numbers for Jan 2023 to Jan 2022.
● 26 of 35 pest catches were outside the reserve.
● LTR again was dominant in catches for this month.

KEY: BHSR – Bream Head/Te Whara Scenic Reserve.
LTR – Load the Road (All Ocean Beach Road).
BUFFER – Private land b/t BHSR and Ocean Beach Road.

Monthly predator control results: February 2023
BHSR LTR & Buffer

Pest/
Predator

Total #
caught this
month
BHSR.

# caught
this month
previous
year in
BHSR.

# of total rats
caught this
month
Norway or
Ship rats?

Total # caught
inside res. this
month (i.e. not on
boundary/LTR/buff
er).

Total # caught
inside res. this
month previous yr
(i.e. not on
boundary/
LTR/buffer).

# caught
2023
YTD

# caught
2022
YTD.

Total #
caught this
month LTR.

Total #
caught
this month
BUFFER.

Rat 17 13 13 Ship/4
Norway

2 of 17 5 of 13 37 37 8 4

Possum 0 1 - 0 1 of 1 0 3 0 0
Stoat 3 3 - 3 of 3 2 of 3 6 10 0 0
Weasel 2 0 - 0 of 2 0 3 2 0 0
Ferret 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Feral cat 0 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0
Mouse 7 5 - 2 of 7 1 of 5 18 21 5 0
Hedgehog 0 2 - 0 0 of 2 0 15 0 0
Totals 29 24 n/a 7 of 29 9 of 24 64 88 13 4

Analysis:
● Rodent catches slightly decrease from Jan.
● Stoat catches remain the same as Jan. Weather events have disrupted our trapping.

LTR – Load the Road (All Ocean Beach Road).
BUFFER – Private land b/t BHSR and Ocean Beach Road.



Advanced camera detection results
Collecting SD cards from cameras across the reserve has been very problematic in the last 2 months due to multiple
severe weather events and the absence of a second full time ranger. Unfortunately we have been unable to collect all
SD cards making the results tricky to interpret. From what we did manage to do, we are noticing roughly the same
average stoats sighted as the beginning of last year (when we started this monitoring). Keep in mind not all cameras
could be serviced.

Special thanks to Hadden Morrison who puts some serious late night mahi into analysing our camera data each
month.

Below are some images from the end of December 2022. Top left = young stoat practicing rollie pollies (pers. comm.
Keith Townsend); top right = brightly coloured kūkupa; bottom left = first possum sighting in a few months on the NW
boundary; bottom right = kiwi on the move in Alphonse Valley.



Update from the Predator Free Whangarei
project
Written by: Joanne Kim- Communications and Engagement Coordinator Predator Free
Northland Regional Council  »  Te Kaunihera ā rohe o Te Taitokerau

Since beginning work on the ground in April last year, we have since caught 100+ possums on traps alone, and we
have so far only been operationally active up to Taurikura. We had a record week clearing 23 possums mid-January,
mostly of which were from AT220s (Self resetting traps) at the coastal strip.

Hadden came up with a brilliant idea to pair an ALD (Automatic Lure Device) with a Flipping Timmy. Through our trail
camera footage we knew possums were interested in the ALDs’ mayonnaise, so we tried out something different. We
were happy with the result! Photos below.

Thank you to those that came to our community event on Sunday 5th March. Free pizza was a great way to lure
people in, but it was genuinely our way of expressing our appreciation to volunteers, community group members, and
landowners for their support and interest in the project. The objective of being able to connect with members, give an
update on the project, and create interest for the project was achieved with a good turnout and positive feedback.

Moth plant control with Aki Tai Here
Written by BHCT ranger Tom Flynn-Plummer:

Since December 2022, we have had the pleasure of working alongside Aki Tai Here to control the moth plant
infestations around the reserve. Aki Tai Here have been tackling pest plants all over Te Tai Tokerau for the past year.
We at the trust value developing these working relationships, and we are so grateful for the hard work the Aki Tai Here
crew has put into the steep slopes of Te Whara. We will endeavor to keep this relationship going so we can give those
pest plants a good fight! On behalf of the Trust, we thank you Aki Tai Here for helping us out.
Together with Aki Tai Here, we have been targeting mature/flowering moth plant as they are the biggest threat for
further spread into the forest and/or surrounding forests. Mature vines form seed pods that carry an astounding
number of seeds. One pod can hold up to 1000 seeds, which can be carried by wind for up to 30 km. Frightening to
think that each mature vine can grow multiple pods! This plant is truly relentless.



Below is an image of the crew together before a big moth plant hit and an image of team member Huia with a freshly
cut vine with some thickness to it!

A big thanks to trustees Goeff Pike and Jenny Lawrence who have put a lot of effort into getting this project going
smoothly. Another big thanks to super volunteer Marc Lawrence who has helped tremendously on the ground with this
work. Marc puts serious hours into controlling pest plants when he’s not trapping. I wouldn’t want to be a moth plant
vine when he’s approaching!
I would also like to thank local group Weed Action who play a big role in setting up these relationships and for their
wider work around the Whangārei Heads.

Meet the Volunteers… Yvonne and Neil
Written by BHCT volunteer coordinator Jenny Lawrence:

Yvonne and Neil met in the UK in 1976 where Yvonne
was on her OE. Subsequently they married, had a son,
Jed, and returned to NZ in 1986. Yvonne trained as a
nurse and had a long career in intensive care,
occupational health and practiced nursing before retiring
6 years ago. Neil trained as a physiotherapist and after a
long clinical career spent the last 15 years of his working
life in general management.
Both Yvonne and Neil have a life-long love of the
outdoors and NZ bush which led to their interest in
conservation. Bream Head reserve was a favourite place
for walking and swimming and it was a natural step to
become involved in its care. Initially this was through tree
planting days and then in 2008 Neil joined the Busby trappers group followed by Yvonne.
When Neil retired in 2020, they offered to increase the amount of time they were able to volunteer. Due to their high
level of fitness and good ol' NZ bush savviness, we assigned them to service a beautiful but challenging area on the
South East side of the reserve.



Big thanks to all the other groups we work with. We hope you all enjoy the coming summer holidays.
Mauri ora - Keep well!

Tom Flynn-Plummer (Head Ranger)
Mobile: 0278768833
Email: bhctrangers@gmail.com
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